Dashboard

The IcePortal Dashboard provides up to the minute reporting on all
content in the CMS along with specialized widgets that breaks down
data in real time to ensure the highest possible scoring for your content.
NOTE:

à Some functions may not be available to all users depending on permissions granted.
à Some of the colors and background may be different, subject to the client preferences.

Dashboard
To begin organizing your Dashboard, click the “Edit” button pictured below.

Once in Edit, you will be able to access the Modify Dashboard and Modify
Widget features. The Modify Dashboard adds or removes widgets from the
Dashboard. The Modify Widget lets you expand the 1x1 widgets to 2x2,
presenting more granular information.

Modify Your Dashboard
Once in edit, three buttons will appear in the upper right hand corner of your Dashboard.

Click the grey plus sign to begin adding
widgets. A drop down will populate where
you can select as many widgets as you want.

Once you’ve selected the widgets you need,
click the grey check mark to activate the
changes, or the blue X to cancel.

Modify Your Widgets
You can also modify the individual widgets. Once in Edit Mode, you will see three dots
appear in the upper right hand corner of each widget.

Clicking the 3 dots will allow you to
view widgets in more detailed 2x1
panels, with more granular
information.
Widgets can be dragged and dropped
in any order on the screen.

Scoring Widgets

In correlation with the IcePortal content scoring system, there are individual widgets to
break down each scoring criteria:
Quantity, Quality (Image Size), Categorization, and Room Type Scoring.
As well as widgets that break down your overall scores – combining these widgets into
one average quality score. The higher your scores in Ice, the higher your scores on the
distribution channels.

Alert Widgets

There are also non scoring widgets which give you alerts on various areas in CMS that
require your attention. Properties left in Edit Mode, properties awaiting Activation,
Uncategorized photos, and Unused Room Types.

Click-Thru Functionality
Clicking on any fragmented section on the pie chart – will take you directly to a list of
those properties in the CMS. Clicking on the pink section of the first widget will
automatically redirect you to your 3 Ice listings with between 5 and 9 images.

Downloadable Reports
Through the Dashboard you are also able to download up to the minute data – with four
different spreadsheets of data and one PDF of your charted scores.

All your listings populated with their scores for each category
All your assets populated with their scores and metadata

Deeper dive into metadata and distribution of your assets
List of all CMS users in our system

How To Contact Us
P:

+1(954)893-6778

F:

+1(954)893-6779

W:

http://iceportal.shijigroup.com/Support

E:

support@ICEportal.com

A:

4601 Sheridan St
Suite # 600
Hollywood, FL 33021

